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HT/1510 Predator

 Wireless

SUGGESTED RETAIL: £1,799.00

HT/1510 resets expectations for REL’s standard bearer, with a

confident, sexy new look that meshes perfectly into the traditional

REL family, while delivering significantly increased power and

improved, well, just about everything. Predator II delivers

upgraded performance across every performance category: 1,000-

watt amplifier with PerfectFilter™ inputs, new 15” CarbonGlas™

driver that handles vastly more power, and confident, elegant

styling not previously seen in home theatre designs. This

encourages use in multi-REL systems, allowing blending with Serie

T/x and Serie S.

Specifications

ACTIVE DRIVER SIZE &

MATERIAL

15 in., CarbonGlas™ using glass fibre primary cone with

true carbon fibre center cap for structural reinforcement

LOW FREQUENCY

EXTENSION

-6dB at 20Hz

OUTPUT CONNECTORS Low Level stereo RCA, LFE RCA, LFE XLR

AMPLIFIER TYPE Linear Power supply with Class D output

DUAL PARAMETRIC FILTER Yes

Protection System

×



ALL NEW SERIE HT/1205 MKII AND HT/1003 MKII - LEARN MORE (HTTPS://REL.NET/PRODUCT-

CATEGORY/SERIE-HT/)

Subwoofers  Accessories  Subwoofer Finder  Our Pursuit  Articles  Dealers

Support

HT/1510 Predator
 Write a review

SERIE HT

£1,799.00

HT/1510 resets expectations for REL’s standard bearer, with a confident, sexy new look that

meshes perfectly into the traditional REL family, while delivering significantly increased power and

improved, well, just about everything. Predator II delivers upgraded performance across every

performance category: 1,000-watt amplifier with PerfectFilter™ inputs, new 15” CarbonGlas™ driver

that handles vastly more power, and confident, elegant styling not previously seen in home

theatre designs. This encourages use in multi-REL systems, allowing blending with Serie T/x and

Serie S.

(https://rel.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/HT1510_Front_V1-web-

900x860.png#gallery)

(https://rel.net/wp-content/uploa

900x860.png#gallery)
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In the interest of product development, REL Acoustics Limited reserve the right to vary these

specifications without notice.

D.C. FAULT Yes

MAINS INPUT VOLTAGE 220-240 volts. 110-120 volts for certain markets

Dimensions

NET WEIGHT 99.7 lbs.

Supplied
Accessories

NEUTRIK SPEAKON No

USERS MANUAL Yes



https://rel.net/product-category/serie-ht/
https://rel.net/product-category/powered-subwoofers/
https://rel.net/shop/accessories/airship
https://rel.net/speaker-pairing/
https://rel.net/our-purpose/
https://rel.net/blog/
https://rel.net/dealers/
https://relsupport.zendesk.com/hc/en-us
https://rel.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/HT1510_Front_V1-web-900x860.png#gallery
https://rel.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/HT1510_Front_Grill_V1-web-900x860.png#gallery
https://rel.net/


FIND A DEALER (HTTPS://REL.NET/DEALERS)

REL Customer Promise Learn More (https://rel.net/customer-promise/)

     (https://rel.net/customer-promise/)

The Best Gets Better
Predator II, the full upgrade of HT/1510, builds on our original home theater-subwoofer

(winner of Home Theater of the Year awards on multiple continents) by upgrading every

component and aspect. These upgrades were based on three key learnings:

1. The sound was so good, people wanted more power

2. Looks matter and despite being enjoyed in the dark, a home theater subwoofer must

look every bit as

stunning as its audiophile-driven kin

3. Mating the HT/1510 with our high level models (Serie T/x and Serie S and Reference

Models) produced dazzlingly rich, full continues theater quality bass

So Predator II received a full 1,000-watt linear power supply amplifier and new 15”

(380mm) driver with 40% greater power to give people what they wanted –– bigger, faster

dynamics and flat out POWER. This attack is combined with a gorgeous new cabinet with

sleek new proportions to perfectly mate with other REL designs for a surround sound

system that truly looks as beautiful as it sounds. To make sure you received the benefits of

these updates, we developed specialized HT versions of our award-winning PerfectFilter™

that delivers flatter deep bass, now down to 20 Hz. As icing on the cake, Predator II

delivers the highest .1/LFE output of any REL. Ever.
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https://rel.net/product-comparison-data/?prod_id=25
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https://rel.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/REL_Predator_HT1510_Manual_04_22.pdf
https://rel.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/HT1510-Predator-REL-Product-One-Sheet_Final-2022-09-21.pdf




READ ALL REVIEWS (HTTPS://REL.NET/REVIEWS-ARCHIVE)

REVIEWS + AWARDS

"A couple takeaways that I got is that every time the

monster would swipe or a card door is closing you would

get that immediate thump from the center channel

which I think if you didn’t have a center channel

subwoofer you would just feel it from the front left and

right…This is more direct and because when you see the

monster swipe on screen in the center of the screen it

sounds like he’s actually hitting this person or there’s a

car door slamming it is coming from the center." Read

More +

"The REL HT/1510 

powerhouse of a s

approaches to sub

outright extension

philosophy that fav

slam. It’s a refresh

most impressive su

listening to." Read 
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https://rel.net/reviews-archive
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4cvsSYHebTc
https://www.avforums.com/reviews/rel-ht-1510-predator-ii-subwoofer-review.20223/
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What are you into?

Home Theater Music
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REL Acoustics America

800 Addison St.

Berkeley, CA 94710

North America
REL Acoustics, Ltd.

North Road

Bridgend Industrial Estate

Bridgend CF313TP

Europe & Asia

contactus@rel.net (mailto:contactus@rel.net)

(510) 990-6005
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+44 (0) 1656 768777
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